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Preface

As reflected by the diversity of the papers, this Critical Review conference covered many
aspects of design and fabrication in the infrared. We know that navigation and targeting
with sophisticated, complex infrared imaging EO- systems have become invaluable to
modern warfare: high tech does work! The optics are the eyes' extension into the world of
the otherwise invisible thermal spectrum. Commercial applications abound in the fields of
medicine, industry, and law enforcement.

IR technology is about sixty years old and has matured into quality that rivals the best
black- and -white television imagery. Detector performance and signal processing are taxing
the optical performance, and design and fabrication in optics are trying to stay ahead of
electronics.

IR optical design for scanning systems requires some uniqueness not found in visual
systems, such as narcissus control, pupil reimaging (cold shielding), and thermal references
for detector normalization.

Shortcomings in refractive IR optical materials and multispectral, lightweight systems
requirements have spawned reflective designs. Precision machining (diamond -turning) and
new, composite materials make their implementation possible. Aspheric surfaces have
become economical and are freely used. Diffractive optics technology is emerging, and
synthetic diamond may be an alternate (window) material to the few available now.

We are looking forward to even more exciting progress in the world of IR optics.

Many thanks to all the contributors and participants of this Critical Review conference for
their efforts and interest.

Rudolf Hartmann
Martin Marietta Electronic Systems

Warren J. Smith
Kaiser Electro- Optics, Inc.
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